THE INDUSTRY’S LEADING SELF-BOOKING SOLUTION
WHY GETTHERE
Serving millions of business travelers in over 100 countries, GetThere is the industry’s most sophisticated and reliable online
travel management solution. GetThere is designed to handle the most complex travel programs while remaining simple and
intuitive for both travelers and travel managers. We offer a consumer-grade user experience, fast response times, rich content
and innovative features all of which are fully optimized for desktop, tablet, and mobile devices.
Our customers are among some of the world’s most recognizable brands and include a majority of the BTN 100. They rely on
us to be strategic partners that consistently delivers on maximizing cost-savings, sustaining online adoption, improving supplier
and contract management, and streamlining processes.

CONTINUOUS INNOVATION
Corporate Travel Programs demand smarter, faster, and
sleeker technology; and the pace is only going to pick up.
We help you stay ahead of the curve by offering a modern
online booking solution that makes corporate travel a
convenient and seamless experience. Our fully revamped,
device-agnostic user experience is built atop the industry’s most stable platform driving more than 14 million
travel transactions annually with system uptime of
99.9 percent. Our customers average 81 percent online
adoption, well above the industry average of 58 percent.

With these industry-leading rates, GetThere delivers
$1.9 billion in aggregate customer savings annually.

UNRIVALED EXPERTISE

INFINITE CHOICE

No one does service like GetThere. We take a consultative
approach to your program, anticipating needs and deliver
solutions you, your travelers, and your bottom line. Lean
on our team on the ground in 17 countries, with regional
leadership worldwide for local expertise and support
wherever you operate globally.

GetThere is flexible. Build and maintain policies specifically
tailored to your program with the GetThere Policy Engine.
Our customers can configure their sites from 3,000 options
and have the opportunity to work with any travel management company, integrate with leading expense solutions
and use multiple types of upload process.

TRAVEL POLICY
A rules-based, enterprise-level engine that gives policy administrators greater control, flexibility and configuration options to
establish policy rules and requirements. With easy-to-use templates and a sophisticated decision engine behind the scenes,
administrators can build complex and unique rules that suit their specific program.

EXPENSE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
GetThere offers integrated travel and expense management solutions
that help corporations realize significant business benefits including
process improvement, enhanced policy compliance and cost savings.
GetThere works with robust expense reporting solutions so customers
can derive the most value from their investment and leverage products
from our leading partners globally.
• Seamless online expense reporting
(automated submission, approval and audit)
• Automated cost code and policy validation, and payment to
card providers and employees
• Comprehensive data analytics and reportings based on expense data

BRANDED FARES
As a foundational part of the booking experience, GetThere offers
superior shopping capabilities with GDS and non-GDS web
content. We have improved the air shopping pages and
optimized all pages for a consumer-grade experience on desktop,
a tablet or mobile. GetThere offers branded fare air content to
users on sites with Sabre configured as the primary GDS.
Travelers have access to the branded fare content and can view
what is bundled as part of the offering, and book the fare that
aligns with the travel policy and their requirement.

GetThere partners with various expense tool
providers which gives you the flexibility to
choose the solution that best fits your needs.

Our hotel web page design allows travelers to search several options, such as leisure travel sites, and still comply with corporate policy, including preferred partners. Travelers can search and compare multiple vehicles and select roundtrip or one-way,
different drop-off locations, car type and special options.
GetThere Ground allows business travelers to book and pre-pay executive car services online in real-time, including limos,
executive sedans, and taxis. We also deliver valuable content to our North America and EMEA customers with content from
key rail providers.

TICKET MANAGER

TRAINING AND GAMIFICATION

Ticket Manager empowers your users to do more online.
Unused Ticket Messaging alerts travelers of unused
available tickets as they shop for a trip. Ticket Manager
Exchange is an intelligent, fully automated solution that
allows corporate travelers to exchange a ticketed
reservation online.

GetThere offers more than 20 e-tutorials designed to help
travelers master various features. Additionally, GetThere
offers custom tutorials and games that reinforce best
practices. All training content is developed by GetThere
University and intended for travelers, travel arrangers and
site administrators.

An innovative technology company that leads
the travel industry by helping our customers succeed.
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